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The Chairman’s Message:
‘Certain Truths…’
by Brendan J. McCurdy, H’80 ofelixculpa@aol.com
here are certain truths that need
to be told again and again, the
recitation of which makes them
no less truthful nor in any way lessened. Indeed, the essence of truth is
that it stands up to full and continual
scrutiny, never wavering or bending.
The truth of which I write today focuses on attending a Sigma Phi Society
National Convention, which unfailingly
revives the deep-seated joy of membership in the Thrice Illustrious and
renews the bonds which we hold dear.
Each convention unfolds on many
levels; the degree of participation
varies with each brother. The truth,
however, is evident from one’s first
sighting of another brother, whether at
the car rental counter, the hotel checkin or the bar-b-cue line. A quickening
of the pulse, a dimmed recollection
becoming clear, an acknowledgement
that time and space may have separated us but this weekend we are together,
as before, “with lots of jokes and laughter and secrets most profound!”
Undoubtedly much of the temporal excitement is attributable to a convention’s location. Our active chapters,
after all, are found at some of the best
small colleges and finest large universities in the country. The human energy
emanating from the campus and college town is palpable, aided and abetted by the beauty of a quadrangle, the
majesty of a bell tower and the smile of
a co-ed as she passes you by. It’s quite
true that Sigma Phi carries the yoke of
186 years of existence, but to attend a
national convention is to know that
Sigma Phi is as young as today. She is
eager with the excitement of new discovery, gleaned afresh from the eyes of
our undergraduate brothers – the
actives – who raise the flag and rally
the alums to return to ‘the chapter of
now.’
And that is what wandering birds
found if they made the journey to
Chapel Hill in October. The Alpha of
North Carolina, the newest member of
our band, accepted the charge to host
the Society’s 182nd convention at the
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2012 Convention at Cornell. Not only
would it be the Tarheels’ first go at putting on the show, it would be the first
time that the Society assembled en
masse in North Carolina. Suffice to say
the young men of the Carolina Alpha
made it all work like a charm. Hicks
Oratorical. Business meetings and
workshops. Saturday banquet. All of
these convention hallmarks worked –
all flourished! – in a way that would
have made founders Bowie, Bowie,
Witherspoon and Cromwell feel right
at home.
For this brother it was the focus,
fervor and purposefulness of the
Tarheel actives that made the strongest
impression. Without benefit of a physical house, the Alpha of North Carolina
has in 5 short years become the dominant private society on a very large
campus. With their upcoming chapter
swing, the T’s will have near 50 active
brothers - more than any other Sig
chapter. More impressive still are the
young men’s prominent identifying
characteristics of leadership and diversity. Their understanding that the differences amongst the brotherhood provide a singular opportunity to lead is a
hallmark of the Sigma Phi Society. A
leader recognizes the abilities that each
individual brings and works to nurture
them to their full potential. The
Tarheels - the baby Sigs - have brought
into sharp focus our Society’s simple
epistemology: “Lead or Die!”
“Lead or Die,” my brothers, is what
we must continually remind ourselves
and our actives. It is how we must comport ourselves on our campuses and in
our lives. The easier choice to behave
less nobly is always available to you and
me. But the ongoing challenges private
societies face will not be met - much
less bested - by backsliders. The social
conviviality we enjoy as Sigs should not
be mistaken for the reason we are Sigs.
The charge we accepted as trembling
neophytes speaks to aspirations
removed from our circle and directed
to the world at large. This attribute sets
us apart from all other college fraterni-
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ties. “Lead or Die” establishes a purpose beyond the campus although it is
first embraced on the campus.
As we look to the 183rd convention in Ann Arbor next year, I ask that
you consider your continuing bonds to
the Sigma Phi. You should know that
the actives on your chapter’s campus
are eager to meet you and to work with
you. What are the skills, assets and passions that you can bring to the cause?
Private societies are everywhere under
the jaded microscope of college administrators. Can you play a part in
improving the atmosphere between
private societies and academia? In
strengthening that important ‘town &
gown’ relationship?
Alumni eager to engage in this way
and thereby further the success of
Sigma Phi will provide a double benefit: to the chapter directly and to the
Society as a whole. Alumni involvement
in private societies will catch the attention of those administrators and
redound to the reputation of Sig. That
is a very good secondary outcome from
a first cause: helping your house.
So may I amend the truth worth
repeating? Surely you agree that
attending the 183rd convention in Ann
Arbor at the Alpha at Michigan will
provide you with ample opportunity to
experience deep-seated joy. Will you
likewise agree to the truth that your
membership in the Sigma Phi calls you
to a loftier place? A nobler purpose?
That “Lead or Die” can still inspire you
today as it did when the words were
first spoken to you, swung with a handshake and an emphatic finger on your
Σ
Φ
pulse, inviolate?
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From the Secretary:
‘Connection’
by Nate House, H’09 nathaniel.hd.house@gmail.com
or those who were unable to
attend the 2013 Convention hosted by our gracious and energetic
chapter from Chapel Hill - the Alpha
of North Carolina – you should know
that it was a great and heartwarming
success. During the convention, I was
aware of a certain connection that permeated to the core of the entire group.
Whether between a group of brothers
having an in-depth discussion; during a
toast at the banquet dinner; or within
the room of brothers paying rapt attention to the emphatic words of the six
orators in this year’s Hicks Oratorical
contest, that connection was everywhere.
It was the type of connection that
only happens when individuals gather
together with the express intent of reveling in each other’s company. In
Chapel Hill, the Sig activities we
engaged in were important, but the
quality of the relationships and interactions that we enjoyed were more
important still. Such profound and
positive shared experiences beg these
questions: What is it about Sigma Phi
that draws us to seek such depth and
quality in our relationships with one
another, and how can we continue to
create gatherings that foster this?
The strength of the bonds formed
between Sigs appears to be a trait with
a long history. Venerable Sig stakeholder Elihu Root, H’1860, once noted:
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"Sigma Phi's long held reputation for
the closeness and devotion of its members is well justified; once alerted and
aroused, old and young alike rally to
the aid of him who is in need, regardless of the chapter."
I feel fortunate to have experienced personally and directly the
closeness that Brother Root so eloquently articulated. Each of us carries
within him the spark – nay, the flame -

of devotion that continues to permeate
through the generations. All it takes is
a Convention gathering - or other, less
formal but no less meaningful Sig
opportunities - to reignite this flame in
you and me….and stoke it into a fire.
As we continue to practice the joy
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of keeping each other’s company, we
build a foundation of meaning and
support not only for ourselves, but for
the Society at large. So, when the time
arrives for Sigs, old and young alike, to
rally forces (as it often does), we not
only rise to meet the occasion, but do
so carrying a spark that is sacred and
familiar.
May your holidays bring you many
wonderful opportunities to connect
with those you love most, and - while
you are at it – please keep in mind the
family of Sigma Phi. (Never forget!)
Consider taking the time to reach out
to a brother whom you haven’t heard
from in far too long; or organize a
gathering with Sigs in your area. And
finally, as you rejoice in the fine
company with which you surround
yourself, take a moment to experience
that feeling of connection that seems
to permeate the room. That is the
feeling of community; that is the
Σ
Φ
feeling of the Sigma Phi.

Kudos & Thanks …
…to the following Sigs for their articles, information or
encouragement supporting this issue of the ‘Flame’: Jim
Anesta, H’12, Alec Buchbaum, U’11, James Dong, I’06, Glenn
George, C’82, Fedor Kossakovski, T’13, Dan Neumann, F’71,
Grey Perry, C’56 & Jack Romaine, L’97. Special thanks for
tireless, stellar convention photo coverage for this issue must
go to Jacob Rosenberg, T’13, and James Dong, I’09.
Your contributions, gentlemen, reflect well on you and
your chapter at the same time that they make this issue more
readable and representative. For all of these good things, your editor offers his
earnest thanks.
If you have feedback, suggestions, photographs and/or Sig stories to share,
please contact editor Mike Imirie, M’69 (mimirie@aol.com). Your thoughts,
recollections and ruminations on ‘all things Sig’ will always be welcome.
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Convention Perspective: Prized Take-Aways
by Alec Buchbaum, U’11

buchbaua@union.edu

hen we began our journey from Schenectady to
Chapel Hill, my three brothers and I did not
know what to expect. We conjectured that it
would be a weekend of meetings and workshops, and then
a long drive home, but nothing out of the ordinary. What
we did not expect was the impressive display of brotherhood and Sigly values we would soon encounter.
It is easy to get caught up in the happenings of your
chapter and forget about The Society at large. The brothers in your chapter are the only Sigs you know, after all; the
S&A, the Tarheels, and all other chapters are just distant,
ambiguous images in your mind. Because of a lack of intrachapter contact, it is second nature for each chapter to
view its way of operating as the only way. One of the first
things that Convention ’13 would change for us was this
understandable but limiting idea about Sigma Phi.
Walking into the first workshop on Friday morning, we
didn’t know what to expect. We had been driving for nearly
14 hours and accordingly felt awful. We sat down and
began to speculate about others sitting around horseshoe:
strangers who were nominally our ‘brothers.’ Over the
eight hours which followed, we examined our goals, values,
struggles, gains, losses, houses, and virtually every other
aspect of the Sig life. During this time, I had the most
peculiar realization; these recent strangers held the same
Society values as I did. They were, in fact, my brothers. As a
Society with secrets, we build barriers against the outside
world regarding elements of our Sigly business. We learn to
keep strangers at a distance and watch our words around
them. The people with whom you discuss The Society are
the people you are closest to: insiders, as defined by your
home chapter. For the first time in Chapel Hill, we Union
Sigs – and all workshop participants, for that matter - were
able to discuss our business with people we had never met:
to share our innermost Society thoughts.
For me, this remarkable workshop take-away represented an important and expanded truth. The Society was
much more expansive and inclusive than I had ever
thought. My understandably local focus on the Alpha of
New York to this point had caused me to ignore the Society
as a whole. That changed in Chapel Hill. As I left the workshop on Friday afternoon, I was amazed and comforted to
realize that I exited that Carolina Union classroom with 23
more brothers than I had entered.
After much-needed sleep, we finally made it to Friday
evening’s dinner event. I was excited to get to know other
wandering birds at length. We formed bonds easily and
enjoyably; one of my fellow Union Sigs and a Vermont Sig
organized an exchange program which we held the very
next weekend. That is just one example of how enthusiastic
we were to form lasting relationships with other Sig chapters. A Society-wide conclave that first night further reinforced the feeling of oneness. Another intriguing discovery? We all seemed to have cohesive senses of both humor
and candor that could only be attributed to Sigs. Such

W

Alec Buchbaum, U’11 (center)

humor and candor weren’t confined to just the actives, but
were amply demonstrated by participating alumni, as well. I
came away reassured that Sigma Phi truly is timeless, and
that relating to brothers many decades my senior was
effortless….and very satisfying. The subterranean conclave
the Tarheels staged on Friday night made Sig memories
which will last a lifetime!
The rest of the weekend went by fast. We spent
abundant time in the company of our newfound brothers.
In particular, we began to realize just how impressive the
members of the Tarheel chapter are. That energetic group
includes the student body president, vice president, and
countless other leadership positions, and we Schenectady
Sigs could not have been more proud of the ‘T’s. It is a
comfort to know that our young brothers to the south are
thriving. It is also important to note how seamlessly the ‘T’s
executed Convention ‘13. We thank them profusely for this
life-changing weekend and hope that they will someday
make it to Schenectady to allow us to return the favor.
As we drove the many miles north to Union College
on Sunday, the bottom line seemed very clear to me.
The wandering birds I met on the road in Chapel Hill
infused me with the greatest confidence in our order.
With gentlemen like those participating in the work of
the Thrice Illustrious at their various chapters, the flame
will never die.
Σ
Esto Perpetua.
Φ
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2013 Hicks Oratorical Contest:
‘Cigarettes, Legacy & Elihu Root’
by Jim Anesta, H’12

jim.anesta@gmail.com

Elihu Root, h’1860, once asked
a fellow gentleman if he would
be interested in a puff of tobacco. The gentleman replied with a ‘no,’
stating that he didn’t smoke. As the
story goes, Root stoically turned to his
acquaintance and asked “then what do
you do to smell like a man?”
Being a smoker myself, I’ve never
had much of an issue with this. My car,
my clothes, my room – really, wherever
I am - the sweet, sweet smell of a freshly
smoked Camel Light wafts through the
air. But when I hear the words “Sigma
Phi” used on Hamilton’s campus, I
remember a deece three word phrase
that reminds me that there’s far more
to being a man than the aroma of
tobacco, and it’s a phrase I will never
forget.
On the Hamilton campus, the
month that leads up to initiation - April
- involves these amazing one-on-one
sessions. They are tasks between brothers and neos: lessons designed to add
to the climbing experience. In Clinton,
we tell our prospective again and
again….you never stop climbing. So
‘life lessons’ might be a more appropriate term for such sessions. The first
task our class was given took place
between Nathaniel Henry Diddel
House, H’ 09, and myself. I met Nate
outside the Kirkland Glen, in partial
decorum, and out of the few words he
said I realized that we had a time
ahead of us. Immediately after we
entered the woods, that brother - over
six feet tall and built like Apollo - started sprinting off the beaten path into
the trees. As you can see, I am well
under six feet and haven’t won any
Apollo look-a-like contests. For an
entire afternoon, it seemed, I chased
after Nate: over fallen trees, through
creek beds, jumping from stone to
stone. Nate ran up and down hillsides
with me puffing behind, finally pausing
at the edge of a cliff. That cliff was easily 33 feet high, and I peered over to
see a rather steep drop down. As he
stood over the precipice, Nate gazed at
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the red dirt making up its slope. Just as
Elihu Root turned to his acquaintance
with words of wisdom, so did he,
almost casually stating those three
sacred words: “Lead or die.” As much
as I wished in that moment Nate could
have elaborated, he did not. Instead,
he leapt, slid down the incline, and - of
course - continued to run!
As April went on, I realized that
“Lead or Die” meant more - far more than jumping off a ledge and hoping I
wouldn’t break my leg. It meant that
you needed to pursue your passions
with the utmost intensity, to chart your
own course. As I got on a plane to
Sweden for a semester, as I received a
grant to research religion and media
and the relationship between them, as
I put on a musical I wrote earlier this
year, that pregnant phrase always made
an appearance, seeping ever deeper
into my conscious thoughts. But still, I
felt that something was missing. Even
thirty months after I followed Nate, it
felt like I was still waiting for an explanation. I sensed that it stood for something more than simply following my
passions. As I sat with the brothers of
the Beta, calling each other by the
names bestowed upon us during Swing,
“Lead or Die” took on a completely
new meaning.
At my first clave as a senior, I started thinking about what I would leave
behind and what would survive after I
and the other brothers in my class were
gone. As we discussed our chapter’s
future, I couldn’t help noticing how
safe I felt. And it was because these
brothers from all over the world - these
men with such distinct and different
passions - when put together have the
largest possible presence on campus. A
cross country captain, a preorientation
leader, a music director for the campus’ leading acapella group - and that’s
not three separate brothers; that’s just
one Sig! When you lead, others follow.
When others follow, you create a legacy. And when you create a legacy, as
every single Sig I know has done, it’s

Jim Anesta, H’12

impossible to die.
This whole time I had been looking at my passions as mine, and my
brothers’ passions as theirs. In fact,
they don’t belong to us but to the legacy they create. Decades have passed
since Elihu Root offered his quote, yet
it was spoken here tonight. His legacy
continues. Such is Sigma Phi: a continuing legacy of those who choose to
lead. Because, as I recently learned,
being a man is leading for others. We
lead for others so they can share in our
passions and share in our legacy. That’s
what being a part of this organization this continuous celebration of bonding
with friends I feel blessed to call brothers - has taught me.
So after this speech, when you see
me outside with a smoke in my mouth,
please understand tow things: 1) that
cigs help me smell like a man but 1)
Sig helped me become one.
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Union and North Carolina
Accorded 2013 Newsletter Awards
by Dan Neumann, F’71 dca120@sbcglobal.net
he Society conferred its 20122013 annual Newsletter Awards
at the National Convention in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. The winner of the undergraduate competition
was the Alpha of North Carolina, publisher of The T Times. The Pepperbox,
published by the Alpha of New York,
took top honors in the competition
involving newsletters published by alumni organizations.
The two separate awards recognize
both the frequency and quality of overall communications efforts by Sigma
Phi’s local chapters and their associated
alumni. The chapters’ award-winning
newsletters are posted and available for
reading on Sigma Phi’s national website
(www.sigmaphi.org). We applaud these
chapters for their efforts in communicating with their graduates to nurture
the flame shared by all initiates.
The Pepperbox earned Union its

T

third national Alumni Newsletter Award
in the past four years. The North
Carolina active chapter’s award is its
third in a row as both chapters are current examples of mini-dynasties that
have earned top honors since the recognition program’s inception in 1990.
These awards represent a long time
collaboration between the Society’s
Standing & Advisory Committee and
the Sigma Phi Educational Foundation
to fund the celebratory plaques awarded to each winning chapter. Both bodies encourage all chapters to communicate regularly with their members.

(Note: Chapters are asked to provide a copy of their electronic publications to
Newsletter Recognition Chairman Dan Neumann, F’71 (dca120@sbcglobal.net),
for posting on Sigma Phi’s national website and automatic entry into the competition. At the same time, alumni organizations are encouraged to send their
printed publications for competition judging by placing Dan’s name and address
(120 Campbell Road, Trumbull, Conn. 06611) on their mailing list three times,
thereby automatically providing sufficient copies to meet the judges’ needs.)

Hamilton and North Carolina
Chapters Earn Scholastic Acclaim
by Dan Neumann, F’71 dca120@sbcglobal.net
he Standing & Advisory Committee announced the results of the
Society’s Scholastic Recognition
program for the 2012-13 school year at
the recent North Carolina convention.
The two reporting chapters, the
Alpha of North Carolina (3.456) and
the Beta of New York (3.451), posted
GPA’s so close that both were declared
winners of Sigma Phi’s Scholastic
Achievement Award – a first in the program’s 41 year history – in recognition
of the Society’s highest performance.
In addition, the Alpha of North
Carolina earned the Society’s Scho-lastic Improvement Award as it increased
its performance over 2011-12.
In recognition of their achievements, the chapters earned a $1,000
grant for each award, all $3,000 funded
by the Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation.
After a successful thirty-six year

T

Editor Troy Holmesley, T’11 and DanNeumann, F’71

run, this recognition program went on
hiatus following the 1995 Convention.
The Standing & Advisory Committee
resolved to reinstitute the program sev-

Chapter Achieve- Improve- Total
ment ment Awards

Wisconsin
Hamilton
Cornell
Virginia
California
Michigan
Lehigh
Union
Williams
N. Carolina
Hobart
Vermont

8
11
7
3
4
4
0
0
3
2
0
0
—
42

9
1
1
5
3
2
6
5
0
1
3
1
—
37

17
12
8
8
7
6
6
5
3
3
3
1
—
79

Last
Award

2009-10
2012-13
1985-86
2010-11
1993-94
1990-91
1994-95
1985-86
1962-63
2012-13
1984-85
1975-76

eral years ago. Despite implementing
simplified reporting procedures to
leverage evolving technological
advances, the Society continues to
encourage broader chapter participation.
Adding the most recent awards to
historical results from 1959 – 1995, this
marks the eleventh Achievement Award
for Hamilton, while the young North
Carolina chapter has already earned
one of the two awards three times.
As another step in reinvigorating
the program, Jon Bellona, H’00, has
been actively interacting with our
chapters to gather the necessary information to administer the program and
expressed his gratitude to the participating active chapter presidents and
alumni for their cooperation in helping continue the program’s revival.
Additional scholastic recognition
program information can be obtained
by contacting Jon at
jpbellona@yahoo.com or Dan
Neumann, F’71, the Society’s
Recognition Chairman, at dca120@sbcglobal.net.
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Society Chairman: Midterm Changing of the Guard
by Mike Imirie, M’69 mimirie@aol.com
ne of the developments associated with Convention
’13 in Chapel Hill was the resignation of Society
Chairman Jim Cole, S’87. Jim had served as
Chairman since 2011, when he succeeded two term Chair
Marshall Solem, F’79, at the Geneva Convention.
Challenging professional and personal circumstances
had combined to make it impossible for Jim to serve in
the energetic way of which he was so proud. He
regretfully submitted his resignation in early October.
Society bylaws say that the Vice Chairman succeeds
the Chairman in filling out an incomplete Chairman’s
term. Vice Chair Brendan McCurdy, H’80, was amenable
to lead for the year remaining in Jim’s term, and this
leadership succession was approved as the first order
of business at the Annual Meeting of the Members in
Chapel Hill.
Brendan will serve until Convention 2014 in Ann
Arbor, at which time elections for three-year terms for
Chairman, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Secretary will once
again take place.
The line of succession in the role of Society Chairman
over the past 45 years reflects these men: Jim Cole, S’87
(2011-13), Marshall Solem, F’79 (2005-2011), Jim Jenkins,
S’58 (2002-2005), Grey Perry, C’56 (1999-2002) and Cal
Howard, S’54 (1968-1999).
Year after year, the Society owes a debt of gratitude
to all who serve the Standing & Advisory Committee,

O

the Foundation, the Viele Scholarship Committee and all
local Alumni Corporations, too.

Introducing Incoming S&A Chair
Brendan McCurdy, H’80
Swung as a senior, Brendan graduated from Hamilton
with a degree in English Literature in 1980. He has made a
career in real estate development and banking, and has
worked with J. P. Morgan Chase in mortgage financing
since 1994.
Brendan’s first leadership opportunity within the
Society occurred in the summer of 1980, when he was asked
to represent the Beta on the S&A. Wanting to stay close to
his chapter, Brendan quickly said ‘yes.’ He’s been saying
‘yes’ ever since, having served both the national organization and the Beta of New York as a Trustee in virtually all
the years since.
His priorities for Sigma Phi going forward include
upgrading the function of the Society’s website, enhancing
S&A budgeting and fostering a greater exchange between
active and alumni brothers in Sigma Phi.
Over the years, Brendan has had the pleasure of knowing, working with and being deeply influenced by Clancy
Connell, H’12, Bill Bristol, Jr, H’13, Chet Eaton, V’30, Cal
Howard, S’54 and the august Hamilton Professor James V.
Rogers, H'52, who swung Brendan’s class.

Save the Date!
Manhattan Flagship

Save the Date,
Left Coast Style!

The flagship 2014 March 4th Banquet
returns to Manhattan after being hosted in
Alexandria (2013) and Ann Arbor (2012).
The Society’s flagship anniversary celebration will take place on Saturday 8 March at
a venue yet to be determined.

California’s celebration of March 4th
will take place on the
First of March 2014,
at the Sigma Phi Place at
2307 Piedmont Avenue.
Specific plans for an elegant, upbeat
evening are even now morphing into
place. More details will be released
via Signet as the event draws nearer.
In the meantime, additional encouragement is available via Jared Yuasa, I’96.
(jared.yuasa@gmail.com
510-269-7294).

Look for more information on the Society’s
website as the date draws nearer. In the
meantime, please circle March 8 in azure …
or argent … or perhaps both so as to protect that date against all of the competing
opportunities in your life which will otherwise surely encroach!
March 4th Banquet – NYC
Saturday 8 March 2014
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“I Saw the House”
by Fedor Kossakovski, T’13

fedor.koss@gmail.com

n elementary school, I was lucky to
have friends who lived in nice
houses. I remember two houses in
particular - a shapely Victorian with a
lawn large enough for a full-blown
Halloween graveyard and a sprawling
adobe with corridors large enough to
serve as a circuit for our hectic
footraces. Their houses were magical in
the eyes of this elementary school kid; I
never wanted to hang out with friends
at my place.
Why? In 1993, my father emigrated
from Russia to Southern California for
graduate school and received on-campus apartment housing. He diligently
prepared that matchbox studio loft and
waited for his wife and 9-month-old son
to follow from Moscow. Over the years,
my family moved around a fair amount:
a small off-campus apartment, staying at
the family’s cramped Moscow apartment, back to America and a new
duplex in a nearby city, settling finally
in a stucco sanctuary we could call our
own. However, I still preferred to go
over to my friends’ always-bigger
abodes. There always seemed to be
more to do in these more spacious,
established houses….
My reverence for stately housing
only increased when I came to the
University of North Carolina last year.
Chapel Hill, after all, is a place of luscious green, of Southern smiles, of
ubiquitous brick. Brick! In California,
due to the constant threat of earthquakes, building with brick is outlawed.
Different, more flexible materials must
be used and houses end up looking like
bland cardboard boxes. But in the

I

Southeast, it’s different; houses are glorious, radiant, imposing even.
Naturally, I gravitated toward the beautiful mansions of Fraternity Court that
first year. In fact, I found myself pledging one of the big name fraternities on
campus. (No, not Sigma Phi.)
I was excited at the thought of
being part of a brotherhood with such a
beautiful house – stark white pillars;
large burnt brick deck – so close to the
center of campus. What a stately convenience! And yet, only a week into the
pledge process, the feeling that something was not quite right descended
upon me: a feeling I could not shake.
The men who lived there were generally affable and the hallways were large
enough to accommodate rounds of
minigolf, but the house was not inviting
like the warm homes of my elementary
school friends. As one conclusion crystallized for me - A house and a home
are not interchangeable – I walked away
from that opportunity.
Shortly afterwards, I shared my
story with my scholarship student mentor. Unbeknownst to me, that gentleman was a Sig, Aaron Samuel
Lutkowitz, T’11. He nodded his head
in patient understanding, smiled, and
invited me to Sigma Phi for a party the
coming weekend. Although I was feeling distinctly disillusioned with the
whole Greek system, a large group of
friends wanted to go out somewhere for
Halloween and Aaron had encouraged
me to bring them – so why not? Friday
came and I led my group almost a mile
from our dorms, following Aaron’s
directions, only to come upon a nondescript and quiet cookie-cutter duplex. I
had a sinking feeling and my deep dislike for small, uninviting houses boiled
up again. Gritting my teeth, I assured
my friends it would be fun ….even
though I had little confidence in what I
was saying.
Once I stepped into that house,
however, something immediately felt
different. Brothers and guests of the
house were all incredibly accepting and
entertaining. The brothers especially all
maintained a gentlemanly character
and a tidy home even in the midst of a
Halloween extravaganza. The duplex

wasn’t much of a house, but it gave
every impression of being a wonderful
home.
It was at that very party that I decided I was going to join Sigma Phi. Since
then, younger Ts, myself included, have
imagined aloud having a nicer house
and moving up the Greek food chain. I
can see it so clearly: a plantation-like
mansion on Fraternity Court, radiating
an inviting and enlightening warmth
from the flame of Sigma Phi. Perched
at the head of the Greek system, we
youngsters ruminated, we would usher
in a new, more respected fraternity culture on UNC’s campus.
But now, the brilliance of that mental image is fading. Doubts are creeping in. While I have great faith in the
ability of Sigma Phi character to effectively recruit members, I wonder if it
could hold up against the institutionalization that having a large, permanent
house on Fraternity Court would no
doubt impose. Without a huge house
on campus, Sigma Phi is flexible; we are
unencumbered. Any house can be an
asylum for good as well as bad, but I am
convinced that a large one has a tendency to take over those who live there
– just ask Jack Torrance from The
Shining. Something eerie broods in
larger rooms and the larger walls of the
buildings on UNC’s Fraternity Court
now remind me more of The Overlook
Hotel than inviting antebellum estates.
I still dream fondly of a day the
UNC chapter will own a house, for such
an accomplishment would validate all
of the hard work done by everyone
involved since the Alpha’s 2008 founding. But if I now know something I
couldn’t understand as a young boy; if
getting a house comes at the expense of
losing a home, I would stand firmly
against this decision.
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Lehigh: The Long Road Back
by Jack Romaine, L’97

jack.romaine@element-id.com

ehigh University has again
announced the opening of one
slot for a nonresidential fraternity.
Interested organizations must formally
apply by August 1, 2014; recolonization
will take place in the fall of 2014. The
University has intimated that it is specifically looking for an organization with a
Jewish focus and I remember that Sigma
Alpha Mu was a 2012 finalist but was
not selected. I accordingly fear that our
chances of success are fairly low. We are
still going to submit, however, and we
will focus on the Society’s all-inclusive
nature since our founding.
At the same time, we have also started efforts to augment Sigma Phi’s visibility and thereby amplify the normal
application procedure. As a first step,
we’ve formed a committee with Dave
Sigs tailgated at the Lehigh - Lafayette football game in November.
Pauls, M’65, Jeff Kunz, F’68 and Scott
McCrae, V’82, to create a leadership training program in
Society much like the one which appears to focus on
conjunction with SPEF. Our goal is to encourage Lehigh
Sammy in 2014.
officials and large donors to participate in the program and
O a more tactical level, we also need written policies
"give back" to undergrads through this training program.
and guidelines for things like rush and new member educaWe hope that the success of such a program will help build
tion. In going through Lehigh’s formal application process
a desire to see what else Sigma Phi could do if we were
in 2012, it became apparent that, where Sigma Phi has two
active on Lehigh’s campus.
pages of bullet points about key practices, the ‘big guys’
We’ll also be networking with officials at other colleges
have 30 page manuals. We shouldn't expect to equal that,
and universities where Sig chapter exist to build support.
but a middle ground of more thorough written documentaWe will call on these individuals to contact Lehigh on our
tion is needed. From the sounds of things I overheard at
behalf and thereby encourage Lehigh about the value of
Convention, we will need at least some of this at Cornell to
having us active on campus.
stay. We will likely need it at most schools where we seek to
Finally, we are forming a committee to determine which expand as well...
Sigs are already donating to and participating in programs
I believe most of the efforts we undertake here as we
at Lehigh. We did not focus on this in 2012, and - frankly pursue a return to Lehigh will benefit any Society effort to
we don't know what kind of participation we do have. We
establish new chapters. I think I can speak for Renaissance
are also working on getting Sigs involved in the University
Director Scott McCrae here, too, and say that anyone that
The goal of this three-pronged approach is to create
wants to pitch in for expansion would be welcome to particdemand from Lehigh to have Sigma Phi back. If we can get ipate in the process for Lehigh. We can steer you toward
volunteers to help pull this together, I earnestly hope that
any one of the many projects that will be needed for any
we can have a 2015 spec written that is tailored to the
expansion, for each will also help us prepare for Lehigh.

L

Bonus Sig Reading
by James Dong, I’09 jamesdd9302@yahoo.com
Three years ago, I started a journey to visit
all ten active chapters of the Sigma Phi. At
the conclusion of my journey, the simple
reflection piece I had planned blossomed
into a complex confessional. In studying
my relationship to the Sigma Phi, I realized

certain truths about myself as a person from
my time as an early brother that were less
than positive. I felt compelled to write this
story as an homage to the maturing possibilities of Sigma Phi over time.
Link: http://bit.ly/18i92jt
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Our Badge of Honor
by Glenn R. George, C’82

ggeorge001@yahoo.com

e often speak metaphorically of a “badge
of honor”: a token of
distinction or achievement. But
as members of the Sigma Phi,
we are entitled to wear a literal
badge of honor: our Sigma Phi
badge.
Our badge is a true objet
d’art. It’s a beautifully designed,
three-dimensional representation of our motto, history and
ideals; of our past, present
and future; of our individual,
chapter and national identity.
Ancient in origin, it is also of
contemporary currency. Let’s
face it; golden Greek letters
punctuated with pearls,
engraved with arcana, and worn
in a distinctive manner cannot
fail to impress. And what other
piece of jewelry can you manipulate, with some degree of dexterity and imagination, to spell
the word LOVE?
As chairman of the Viele
Scholarship Selection
Committee, I have the distinct honor
and pleasure of reviewing each year’s
applications. The commitment to
Sigma Phi, to service, and to academic
excellence embodied in such applications never fails to impress. Nothing is
more dismaying, however, than an
applicant who indicates he does not
own a badge … and the numbers grow
each year. Even more disappointing is
the successful applicant from prior
years who has not (yet?) availed himself
of the opportunity to buy a badge using
funds freed up by the Viele Scholarship
he has been awarded.
In conversations at Epsilon, national, and other Sigma Phi events, it has
become increasingly clear to me that
actives simply never obtain a badge. (I
set aside the issue of timing since, while
many chapters traditionally provided
badges to neophytes at Swing, others
held off till later in the active’s time in
the house. I’ll also set aside the manner
in which the badge is properly worn,
which has mutated through lack of
instruction.) The excuse typically given

W

is expense, although it is clear that
inertia and/or lack of organization are
the underlying causes at some chapters.
Whatever the reason, this must stop.
We as a Society must rededicate
ourselves to the visible manifestation of
our history, ideals, and bonds of brotherhood. It’s that important.
How is this to be done? I urge that,
at a minimum, we individually commit
ourselves to the idea that each and
every member of the Society should
possess a badge. But merely holding
that universal ideal doesn’t go far
enough. Each of our chapters should
adopt a policy whereby each neophyte,
at the appropriate time, is required to
purchase a badge. I believe this is best
done at Swing and best done on behalf
of the neophyte as a required element
of the initiation process. And perhaps
the Society as a whole should adopt a
policy whereby each chapter is required
to purchase a package of material,
including but perhaps not limited to a
badge, on behalf of all new members,
before those individuals can rightly call

themselves members of the Sigma Phi.
(In my opinion, members should also
possess copies of our Catalogue and
Thesaurus, although the list of core
membership materials is certainly open
to debate.)
Heavy handed, you might ask? Not
at all. The expense of a Sig badge
($425 in gold; $125 gold plate) pales in
comparison to the annual cost of an
undergraduate education (many tens
of thousands of dollars at even the least
expensive of our host institutions). But
expense isn’t really the issue.
Instead, it is by signs and symbols
that we mark and recognize each other
as members of a group. We are the collective inheritors of one of the most
illustrious - Thrice Illustrious - visible
markers in the Greek-letter world and,
indeed, in the academic arena.
Through indifference or inaction, we
risk squandering this inheritance. We
must preserve and display the outward
sign of our inner bonds.
Each of us needs his badge of
honor.
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Foundation Giving
Appearing here is the list of donors to the Sigma Phi Educational Foundation’s 2012
Annual Campaign. Giving by these Brothers is the cornerstone of our success. The donor
list is arranged by donor recognition club levels, and then by chapter within each recognition club.

Silken Tie
($500 +)
Roy Park, C'53
James Dong, I'09
William J. Mead, C'59
Thomas M. Mullins Jr., C'95
Stephen L. Smith, G'75
Carl F. Mehlhop, M'46
Edward L. Strong, U'47
Derek R. Fredrickson, V'94
Scott A. McCrae, V'82
Patrick J. Brill, S'53
Milton K. Woodhouse, F'38

Magic Circle Sponsor
($250-499)
H. DeForest Hardinge, C'50
Roland G. Schroeder, L'83
Raymond Todd Campau, M'88
Patrick R. Gaillard, M'72
Robert E. Tuoriniemi, M'77
Stephen G. VanMeter, M'80
David B. Aronoff, V'83
David A. Williams, W'61
Theodore B. Wynne, W'56
William J. Cohen, F'90
Steven M. Curtis, F'96
Samuel L. Moore, F'70
Gregory K. Smith, F'89
Thomas Van Oss II, F'98

Twenty Pearl Sponsor
($100-249)
L. Scott Cole, I'85
Clifford E. Graffuis, I'71
Robert P. Harshberger Jr., I'59
Wendell A. Hutchinson III, I'71
Timothy J. Moran, I'76
Glen A. Phillips, I'46
Jordan S. Rinker, I'79
J. Michael Traynor, I'52
J. Dwight Wilson, I'46
Anthony W. Bryant, C'49
J. William Ekegren Jr., C'41
Peter T. Flynn, C'66
Christopher K. Kete, C'91
Andrew R. Marsh M.D., H'88
Lindsay Saville Suter, H'83
Benjamin E. Ewing Jr., G'47
Paul M. Hughes, G'64
Andrew D. Rochat, G'85
Barry R. Stewart, G'56

Geoffrey P. Talbott, G'92
Peter R. VanBrunt, G'59
Peter Y. Bolger, L'66
Roscoe L. Connell, L'69
Kevin J. Crealese, L'89
Richard S. Dorer, L'66
David A. Garden, L'48
Joseph E. Karn, L'91
Alfred P. Kennedy Jr., L'83
Willis H. Mitchell, L'62
Frederick C. Mueller, L'61
Barron Torrey Nagle, L'85
Nils D. Wayman, L'88
Melvin J. Gay, M'56
Mark W. Isken, M'85
Edward E. Mack III, M'62
George D. Mercer, M'68
James H. Peterson, M'59
Nicholas J. Seitanakis, M'86
Jeffrey R. Smith, M'76
John Levering Wiese, M'41
William R. Hughes Jr., U'57
Mark A. Jaffe, U'84
Peter K. Smith, U'67
James W. Atchison, V'59
William F. Callahan, IV V'87
James M. Hansen, V'80
Steven J. Jones, V'62
John B. Meyer, V'63
Stephen B. Penwell, V'82
J. Robert Tank, V'60
William B. Buchanan Jr., S'78
Stephen M. Gaspar, S'03
A. Claude Kemper, S'56
William H. Lipscomb III, S'62
Brendan J. O'Rourke, S'78
William H. Poarch, S'54
Charles H. Heuer, W'42
Peter J. Manus, W'62
Robert M. Pyle Jr. W'57
Steele A. Taylor, W'47
Ronald R. Fiedler, F'52
Scott Hekel, F'97
Philip G. Henderson, F'55
Thomas M. Lockney, F'64
Kyle E. Siettmann, F'91

Spirit of Friendship
Contributor
(up to $99)
John M. Brough, I'53
Timothy C. Buckendorf, I'59

Moses Cesario, I'89
Everett E. Fuller, I'44
Roger A. Graham, I'68
Roland H. Isaak, I'70
George G. Taylor, I'37
Anthony L. Wotkyns, I'57
Christopher S. Bartels, C'06
James J. Ritchey, C'82
William W. Shewman, C'48
Robert P. Turner, C'39
Gregory Robert Abbe, H'08
Charles T. Bates, H'50
E. Marston Jones III, H'57
Peter F. Birkel Jr., G'56
Richard C. Block, G'56
Charles P. Boswell II, G'47
W. W. Woods Davis, G'56
Kip Christopher Moncrief, G'03
Donald H. Fiedler, L'59
Richard A. Guior, L'79
Robert D. Pierson, L'54
Sherburne C. Brown Jr., M'51
Thomas W. Cranmer, M'69
Karl A. Gigante, M'86
Michael J. Gordon, M'80
David D. Hamm M.D., M'65
Mori H. Insinger, M'87
Ronald G. Morgan, M'52
Richard J. Osius, M'56
Ismael Lee Sanchez, M'95
Albert G. Borden Jr. U'36
Howard G. Carpenter, U'81
Robert C. Durbeck PhD, U'53
Jackson, Goddard, U'54
David Lawrence Loeb, U'99
Harry J. Willis, U'63
H. Scott Johnson, V'60
Elias Lyman VIII, V'71
Richard H. Miller, V'66
Adam G. Theriault, V'96
Jay A. Lipe, S'53
Peter D. Hutcheon, W'62
Jack W. Kuehn Jr., W'61
Ralph L. MacDonald Jr., W'60
Matthew G. Boylan, F'96
Brian S. Fiedler M.D., F'77
Jack R. Harned, F'51
Frederick M. Lamont, F'72
Scott B. Miller M.D., F'73
Curtis H. Nelson, F'75
Daniel P. Neumann,, F'71
Richard J. Saari, F'54
David Strasburg, F'85

For more information, contact SPEF President David Pauls, M’65 (davendavid@sbcglobal.net).
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News of
INTEREST
We have this update from Ed Bittle, C’61:
“I am in my fourth year of retirement from
law practice, spending half my year in Iowa
and the rest in Colorado. I have reconnected with my pledge son in Denver, Bob
McCready, C’63, and saw Kyoshi Murata,
C’63, last spring. Continuing my singing
passion…and with an enthusiastic nod to
my experience at Cornell as one of
‘Cayuga’s Waiters’….I sing bass with a
Denver medalist barbershop chorus called
Sound of the Rockies. The chorus competed in Toronto in July and placed 4th, and
we’ll compete in Las Vegas next July. In
Colorado, I serve with Friends of Trail River
Ranch in Rocky Mountain National Park.
Our goal to preserve a circa-1920s ranch in
the Park for use as an educational center
was recently boosted by Park Service
approval to replace the main building’s
roof. Between my music and my preservation interests, my ‘retirement’ has proven as
busy as it is satisfying!” edbittle@gmail.com
Dick Block, G’59, enjoyed a walk down
memory lane not long ago. And he made
that walk in very good company! This past
august, Dick and his Sig Sister wife, Barbara,
hosted their annual family reunion on the
shores of nearby Keuka Lake. As part of
that reunion, they drove to Geneva (where
Dick had met Barb when she was a student
at what was then William Smith College)
and showed three of their granddaughters
the campus, including the Sigma Phi Place

at 624 South Main Street. The granddaughters, ages 12-18, were appropriately
impressed with the ad hoc tour, the house,
and the warm memories their grandparents
shared that day. They returned the favor by
snapping this photo of Dick and Barb on
the very doorstep of the Western Lion. Dick
and Barb winter at 1800 Dalton Drive, The
Villages, FL, 32162.
One of the rites of passage for pledges at
the Alpha of California is to drive 400 miles
south of Berkeley to enjoy some very pointed architectural instruction. Their destination is the Gamble House, a 1908 National
Historic Landmark in Pasadena designed by
the same architects (Charles & Henry
Greene) who designed the Sig house at Cal.
Upon arrival, pledges are greeted by
Gamble House Director Ted Bosley, I'73,
who leads a tour of the landmark structure.
Ted enjoys meeting the new crop of fraternal aspirants each year, and the Alpha’s traveling pledges learn more about what makes
their chapter house an important treasure
for them to help preserve. Ted also reports
that he greatly enjoys seeing Sig brothers
Doug Kari, I'75, and Jim Morrison, I'76,
when the planets converge and they are all
at their respective vacation homes in the
Eastern Sierra town of Lone Pine, CA.
bosley@usc.edu
Laughing through his tears, Frank Bradley,
I’79, advises: “Wife Alexis and I are keeping
young but aging rapidly as we practice parenting of our two-year-old
twin boys. Will & Aidan. born on the
anniversary of the Alpha of California.
To add more levity and a higher level of
play, we added baby sister Hana to the nest
last May. She is darling and a happy baby
girl … for now.” frbradley@gmail.com

Barbara and Dick Block, G’59

Bradley Family Feet: Alexis & Hana
Fellow Left Coast Sig Bill Buhles, I'64,
reports that - after being retired for six
years – he recently returned to the working
world. He works part time for a new San
Francisco biotech firm, and loves every
aspect save one: "Oh no, I have to drag
myself out of bed!", moans Brother Buhles.
He advises that he works from his home
office and that "My budget for shirts and
ties is greatly reduced." Bill also observes
that he spends a day each week with his
young grandchildren, ages two and three:
an activity sufficiently vigorous to preclude
getting out of bed the next day. To the surprise of absolutely no one, Bill confesses:
"I'm no spring chicken."
wbuhles@msn.com
Native New Yorker and 2012 Cornell grad
Brian Feldman, C’09, just started a new job
as a debt analyst with Alliance Bernstein's
Real Estate Investments Group in New York.
“Our fund originates and purchases commercial mortgages on transitional properties,” he advises. “Would love to catch up
with other Sigs in the industry.” Feel very
free to reach that gentleman using this email address:
brianfeldman@gmail.com
Mike Gordon, M’80, has been designing
and renovating buildings in and around
Royal Oak (MI) for decades. He recently
received an unexpected honor from the
United States Postal Service. On November
11, USPS issued a commemorative Veterans
Day stamp. When a stamp which has
widespread meaning across the USA is
issued, the Postal Service often commissions
envelope designs which accompany the
stamp on so-called ‘first day covers.’
In this case, the State of Michigan was asked
to recommend a design … and chose a rendering for the State’s WWII memorial in a
park along Woodward Avenue in Royal Oak
… which Mike had designed.
michaelg@mga-architects.net
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Fellow Ann Arbor Sig Pete Grylls, M’50,
shares these tidings: “Am living in Tucson
with my bride of six years, Marilyn. I regret
having to give up scuba diving, but – with
summers in the mountains of Colorado,
cruises and trips elsewhere, afternoon
naps as required and a taste of the grape
every day - life is very good, indeed.
Go Sigma Phi! Go Blue!”
Scuba1929@aol.com
“I've lived in Japan as an English teacher for
four eventful years now”, writes Todd
Hargrave, M’06. “I've met and married a
wonderful woman named Akemi; just under
a year ago, we had a beautiful daughter,
Alice. I've also been honored to host
Andrew Putman M'05, Max Monson
M'07, and Andrew Buran M'09, as they
passed through my area as part of their own
prodigious travels throughout Asia.
I look forward to visiting Michigan in the
coming holiday season, and to seeing where
my bilingual career takes me and
my family in the future. Any Sig visiting
southern Japan, or looking for a hard worker fluent in Japanese, please be in touch at
todd.r.hargrave@gmail.com!”
Seth Hoffman, C’09, is currently in his first
year at The Medical School for
International Health at Ben Gurion
University of the Negev (Beersheva, Israel),
in association with Columbia University
Medical Center. He advises that “acclimating to Israel hasn’t been difficult at all; the
language barrier was an issue in the first few
weeks, but now I’m picking up Arabic and
Hebrew quite quickly.” Information about
Seth’s unique program is found at:
http://www.cumc.columbia.edu/dept/bgcu-md/
sah255@cornell.edu
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Wright national historic landmark called
Fallingwater, we were joined at dinner on
Saturday by Tom Potter, C'54, Marty Powell,
C'69 and their spouses.”
jlabarthe@tda-architects.com
In this mid-November update, David
Lefkowitz, C’83, makes it clear that music
remains his life’s passion. “I've been
enjoying performances of my compositions
around the world. I'm currently in St.
Petersburg, Russia, for two performances on
the Sound Ways Festival and for lectures at
the St. Petersburg Conservatory and
at Herzen University. Last September I
performed in Klaipeda, Lithuania, and
lectured at the Lithuanian Academy of Arts
in Vilnius. This after working with a clarinetist in Italy last March, and attending a
performance by the Moscow Contemporary
Music Ensemble in Moscow in January.”
lefko@ucla.edu
Architect Bill Lindhout, M’47, has set memories to music in a unique and Sigly way.
Using dozens of black and white
photographs dating back to his time as an
active, layout sketches, and lively text, he
has created a 25-minute DVD tribute to
Michigan’s Red House on the Hill, the
circa-1900 Sigma Phi Place which served
as the Michigan Alpha until 1963. Bill’s nostalgic project – complete with high tech
fades, transitions and a uniform audio
track – is a poignant tribute to the men who
made up the Society in Ann Arbor in those
days and a real time capsule for fraternity
life in its late 1940s heyday. The 53 images
are set to Big Band classics by Benny
Goodman, Woody Herman, and other
musical aces of the period. Is Bill’s
success in this heirloom project an

“The coming of 2014 brings to a close my
life’s busiest year so far,” writes Matt
Kramer, M’07. “Within the span of a few
short months, I have completed my Ph.D. in
Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering
at Michigan (in August), moved to Houston
to work in the energy sector (September),
and most importantly married my college
sweetheart (October). Amanda and I are
excited to be starting our lives together, all
of which was sparked by a chance meeting
at Sigma Phi place in September of 2008.”
matthew.robert.kramer@gmail.com
“My wife and I hosted a C'56 get-together in
Ligonier, PA in October,” advises architect
and Cayuga host extraordinare Jay
Labarthe, C’56. “Sigs and spouses included Bill Woods, Bob Dann, Charlie
Carpenter, Ched Haab, Frank Mead, and
Nelson Joyner (all C'56), Chip Smoley &
Peter Bloom, both C'55 and Fred Bloom,
C'57. After a tour of the Frank Lloyd

John Lounsbury, V’55

indication he has mad skills as a tech guru,
on top of those from his architectural
profession? “Not at all,” he modestly replies.
“It wouldn’t have been possible without my
son, David, a computer consultant.”
wpl@lindhout.com
John Lounsbury, V’55, of Clayton, NC.
Served as a judge for this year’s Hicks
Oratorical Contest at Convention ’13 in
Chapel Hill. That service represented a full
circle for John, who won that same speaking
contest when he was a senior in 1957. Said
that firm believer in Friendship, Love and
Truth about this year’s contest: “There were
six very talented contestants in this year’s
Oratory. Had I been competing with them,
I would surely have placed seventh!”
Jlounsbury59@hotmail.com
Dan Mansoor, C'76, is in the throes of a
startup venture, GiveNext: eTrade™ for
Giving. GiveNext is an online and mobile
dashboard where donors transact and
manage all their charitable giving in
partnership with the causes they care about.
He got a big validation boost by
winning the Council of Smaller Enterprises
2013 Business Pitch Competition $20,000
prize in October. Keep an eye out for this
disruptive innovation in giving and getting,
or visit this website – www.givenext.com – to
learn more. dan@givenext.com
Bob (M’74) & Donnell (MSS’08)
Mersereau continue to spend time away
from dry land … on their sailboat. Both
became ultra-serious about nautical life in
July, 2012. Since then, they have raced the
2012 Chicago Mackinaw race (3rd of 43 in
the Cruising Division), circumnavigated Isle
Royal, motored 1200 miles from Chicago to
Mobile (Alabama), sailed from Mobile to
the Florida Keys, spent the
winter in the Bahamas and sailed up the
East Coast to Boston where they
summered. Both are currently on their
way back to the Bahamas.
mersereb@yahoo.com.
Dave Pauls, M’65, shares this ‘small world’
anecdote: “At Convention ’13 in Chapel
Hill, I met Jack Honor, U'07, Alumni
President of the Alpha of NY. As we
conversed, we found an unexpected
connection via Jack’s maternal uncle,
who turns out to be a teenage friend from
my high school graduation class! Jack led
our unexpected discovery by saying he
often went to the Detroit area to visit his
mother's side of the family. He explained
that his uncle was a retired Livonia (MI)
cop. I then commented that I knew some
policemen in Livonia, one of whom was a
detective sergeant. To this, Jack asked if that
detective sergeant was by any chance Larry
Little. I was thunderstruck, for Larry Little
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was exactly who I was referring to!
I asked how Jack knew Larry. He explained
that Larry was his uncle. Six degrees of
separation, indeed!”
Jack: JHonor@chacompanies.com
Dave: davendavid@sbcglobal.net
By the time this ‘Flame’ goes to press, there
will have been family expansion in the life
of former HOH Scott Stone, I’97. In a
November note, Scott advised: “My wife,
Emily, and I are expecting a new addition to
our family on the 12th of December. We do
not know the gender, but simply hope for
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‘happy’ and ‘healthy.’ That new baby join
sibling, Frankie, who turned two on 18
November.”
rubber_chickie@hotmail.com
“After 40 years in the corporate world,”
advises Richard Thickens, U’70, “I started
my own company, Project Performance
Solutions. It provides project management
services to manufacturers in Wisconsin.”
Richard’s address is 11901 North Vega
Avenue, Mequon, Wisconsin, 53097.
“I continue to happily and proudly serve in
the Navy,” writes Commander Andrew
Wood, U’93, from Norfolk. “I’ve been in

uniform for 18 years. My recent trajectory
has included 5 years at the Pentagon, a tour
in Iraq, and a command tour in Newport.
Along the way, I’ve come close to marriage,
become an uncle and a godfather, and
earned two master’s degrees. It’s been an
eventful and rewarding (albeit at times
bumpy) ride so far.” Accomplished professional that he is, Woody also remains a solid
Sig at heart. He returned to Sche-nectady
over the weekend of November 15-17 and
was delighted to meet the new men and
reunite with 5 of his 8 pledge brothers.
Andrew.wood@navy.mil

Foundation Presents September Workshop In Chapel Hill
nder the auspices of the Sigma
Phi Educational Foundation, an
undergraduate workshop was
conducted over the weekend of
September 21 at the Alpha of North
Carolina in Chapel Hill.
The workshop was chaired by Scott
McCrae, V’82, former National
Secretary and one of the co-founders
of Chapter T (Tar Heels), assisted by
Grey Perry, C’56, Chairman Emeritus,
and Donald Beeson, owner of Gilchrist
Associates. Gilchrist is the organization
that handles our database, mailings
and publications and Donald is a
specialist in fraternity relations.
About 20 undergraduates partici-

U

Spotted on eBay!
This vintage postcard of Albany’s
Van Rensselaer Mansion – much
of the stonework and timbers
from which later worked into the
physical plant of the Alpha of
Massachusetts in Williamstown,
1834-1968 – was spied not
long ago on eBay. The legend
on the old linen postcard read:
“The Old Van Rensselaer
Mansion in Rensselaer, New
York. Erected in 1642, it was
in this house that the famous
war song ‘Yankee Doodle Dandy’
was written. Published by the
Albany News Company.
Americhrome process.”

pated in the all-day meetings. The
values and ideals of Sigma Phi were
explored, long range plans for the new
fraternity were outlined and other
items such as rushing, dining and living near each other, social events,
pledge training and chapter management were presented by McCrae and
Beeson. Throughout the day, there was
lively discussion and great participation by an engaged group of outstanding young men.
“I was impressed with their enthusiasm and general interest,” said Perry.
“I provided some institutional memory
of Sigma Phi in the past, which they
wanted to hear. It was clear to me that

the men were looking very much forward to learning more at the national
convention which they would host in a
few weeks.”
Perry also met with 12 pledges of
the Tarheel Alpha who were involved
in pledge activities on campus. He
greeted them warmly on behalf of the
Society and subsequently sent them
individual letters of welcome.
The Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation conducts ongoing undergraduate leadership training at conventions and was pleased to stage this
special workshop as a resource for the
energetic new chapter.
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James K. Andersen, F'42 . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 May
David C. Boyce, F'38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Mar
William J. Brown Jr., C'36 . . . . . . . . . . . 23 May
John S. Connolly, H'46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 Dec
H. Thomas Dodds, W'57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Jul
Jerald D. Fink, F'52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Aug
Glenn G. Gulvin, I'50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 Apr
Richard B. Hanes, C'47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 Jan
David A. Kodl, U'73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Nov
Archibald W. McMillan, M'32
Carl R. Myers, G'53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Aug
Harold Q. Noack Jr., I'51 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 Jul
Charles W. Renwick, G'31 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Jun
R. Norton Richards, L'61 . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 Jun
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86
13

Thomas H. Roderick, M'49 . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Spt
Derek Schueler, V'11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 Aug
Peter T. Schurman, C'49 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 Apr
Frederick M. Smoot, M'32 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Jun
James W. Stewart Jr., I'46 . . . . . . . . . . . 24 Aug
Steven R. Strong, U'59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Oct
Charles S. Sutherland II, C'57 . . . . . . . . .21 Jul
Arthur Irving Totten Jr., U'25 . . . . . . . 18 May
Kenneth L. Treganowen, I'45 . . . . . . . 15 May
Richard L. Wanner, C'42
George I. Willis, W'32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 Jun
William M. Wycof, C'60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 Oct
Arthur N. Yeates, U'41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Feb
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Looking Back
by Irv Totten, U’25, 1906-2004
One of the Brothers listed above in this issue’s Necrology section is Arthur I. Totten, Jr, U’25. Irv, then of Richmond, VA, wrote to me in 1999
to share Sig reminiscences of the 1920s. While his handwriting was shaky in his 93rd year, his enthusiasm for Sigma Phi was as clear as it
could be. That letter is reprinted here as a toast to a departed Sig who wore his heart for the Thrice Illustrious on his sleeve throughout life.

t is now within a few months
of 70th anniversary of when I was
initiated with my five Union
College classmates into the Sigma Phi
Society. The occasion was so significant
that it seemed like only yesterday that
those ‘first rites’ were administered
and our most prized Sig badges were
received.
In looking back over those four
glorious years that the six of us spent
at the Alpha of New York, certain
recollections are still very vivid to me.
The fact that we never had more than
25 brothers during my years is party
responsible for the very close relationships which existed between us. The
freshmen all lived at ‘the Place’ and
each had either a senior or a junior
roommate who felt a certain responsibility for him both academically and
socially. Other policies which the
brothers accepted without question
were that hard liquor was not permitted on the premises and girls were
allowed only on the first floor except

I

on party weekends … and then only
with a chaperone after all the brothers
had departed.
I have often given some thought
as to just why our delegation of six,
which was increased to seven during
sophomore year, had such a close

relationship. I have come to the
conclusion that we had a lot in common in all aspects of college life. One
was surely sports; each of us had at
least one varsity letter. (In all, we had
a total of 12!) Another fact that drew
us and all of the brothers close

together was getting ready and celebrating in 1927 the 100th anniversary
of the founding of Sigma Phi. This
took place in our junior year and was
an occasion that no one who was there
could ever forget. Nine of our ten
chapters were represented by active
brothers and California had alumni
representation.
There is no question that I have
great memories of the four years I
spent at Schenectady’s Sigma Phi Place
and the great relationship I had with
all my brothers. My only regret is that,
after finishing college, I lived too far
away to maintain regular contact. Now,
as the one living member of our seven
graduates, I look back on our time
together most warmly. I doubt there is
a Sig group that has been any closer
than we were. Similarly, I doubt that
there has been a Sig group that appreciated more the part that the Thrice
Illustrious played in our lives.
No. As the Sig song exhorts, I will
Never Forget my Brothers.
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Nominations Open for Distinguished Sig and David Brown Awards
he Standing and Advisory Committee is
soliciting nominations for its two highest
awards conferred on Sig Brothers.
The Elihu Root Distinguished Sigma Phi
Award, initiated in 1989, is to recognize and honor
Sigma Phi alumni for lifetime achievements that
reflect Sigma Phi’s values and bring credit to the
Society. The award is intended to provide inspiration for all Sigs, and in particular, for undergraduates, our leaders of the future.
Worthy candidates for selection are graduate
brothers who have distinguished themselves by
achieving national or international prominence, providing
broad public service to others in society, and/or rendering outstanding service to the Society or to the fraternity system. Over
the years, the award has been conferred to Charlie Boswell II,
G'47, Chet Eaton, V’30, Hastings Keith, V’34, Art Nielsen, Jr.,
F’38, Larry Perkins, F’25, Barney Rocca, I’34, and Chet
Sawtelle, U’29.
The David S. Brown Distinguished Sigma Phi Service
Award, named for longtime Sig stalwart David. Brown, S’70,

T

was instituted in 1999 to recognize Sig Brothers who
have demonstrated their enduring love for our
Society through their boundless energy and contributions to its brotherhood and well-being. Award
recipients have included Ted Bosley, I’73, Wally
Gates, V’50, Calhoun L.H. Howard, S’54, Mike
Imirie, M’69, Rex Jones, F’72, George Mercer, M’68,
Sam Moore, F’70, Steve Moore, V’41, Jim Jenkins,
S’58, and Doug Tudhope, V’47.
Nominations are due by July 1 and welcome
sooner. Any individual or group may make them,
with or without the knowledge of the nominee.
There is no prescribed format for submitting a nomination
other than providing a comprehensive description of the candidate’s contributions, ideally in publishable form. Nominations
will remain confidential, revealed only to those brothers who
are directly involved in the selection process.
Nominations are being accepted by Dan Neumann F’71,
the Society’s Awards Co-chairman, who may also be contacted
concerning additional details at dca120@sbcglobal.net or 120
Campbell Road, Trumbull, Connecticut 06611.

2013 Dues Notice
While 2013 marks 186 years of this remarkable Society, some rewarding facets of being
a Sig remain as they were in 1827: Brotherhood. Sharing. Expanded horizons.
A profound and thankful awareness for the remarkable fraternal vision given birth by
Brothers Bowie, Bowie, Cromwell and Witherspoon.
Another constant? An ongoing need for personal support from those who continue to care.
Your dues each year enable the Society’s publishing, training, and expansion efforts.
Without active support from Sig alumni, there’s no progress in those ‘lifeblood’ areas,
just as there would have been no Sigma Phi at all had the Brothers Bowie, Witherspoon
and Cromwell not acted on their remarkable fraternal vision in Schenectady in 1827.
If you haven’t yet responded to the dues letter you received earlier this year, please invest a
moment now. Mail your dues check (suggested - $50 before 2008; $30 for those initiated after),
payable to Sigma Phi Society, to Sigma Phi, P. O. Box 4633, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515-4633.
Esto!

